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One of the earliest �lms to be shot and then screened
throughout India were scenes from the Delhi Durbar
between December 29, 1902 and  January 10, 1903
The Imperial Durbar, created to celebrate the accession
of Edward VII as Emperor of India following the death
of Victoria, was the most expensive and elaborate act
of British Imperial pageantry that had ever been
attempted. Nathaniel Curzon, as Viceroy of India,
oversaw the construction of a tent city housing 150,000
guests north of Delhi proper and what occurred in Delhi
was to be replicated (on a smaller scale) in towns and
cities across India.

The purpose of the Durbar was to contrast British
modernity with Indian tradition. Europeans at the Durbar were instructed to dress in
contemporary styles even when celebrating an older British Imperial past (as with
veterans of the ‘Mutiny’). Indians, however, were to wear Oriental (perceptibly Oriental)
costumes as motifs of their Otherness. This construction of an exaggerated sense of
Imperial difference, and through it Imperial order and Imperial continuity, was signi�cant.
It was a statement of the permanence of Empire, of Britain’s Empire being at the
vanguard of modernity even as the Empire itself was increasingly anxious about nascent
nationalist movements and rocked by perpetual Imperial crises.

It’s unlikely that Stephen Frears watched these �lms from 1902 or 1903 upon �nalising
the screenplay and then shooting Victoria & Abdul. They have only recently been
digitized and archived by the British Film Institute. But his recent movie, �lmed when
most visions of the past are obscured by the myopia of the present, is an unconscious
reproduction of �lms produced and shown when Empire was an idée �xe in the British
mind. Abdul Karim, one of several Indians at Victoria’s court during her long reign (the
other two, that I know of, were Dalip Singh, the last Maharaja of Punjab, and Victoria
Gouramma, the daughter of the last Raja of Kodagu), is a cypher throughout the �lm. He
shows no emotion or sentiment or stirring rhetoric except when genu�ecting before his
Empress – kissing her feet upon their �rst meeting, stoically holding her hand upon her
death, sitting as a sentinel by her statue in Agra into his dotage.

Such a one-dimensional portrayal is partly a re�ection of the populist histories used as
source material for the �lm. Sushila Anand’s Indian Sahib: Queen Victoria’s Dear Abdul is
a titillating account of the possible sexual encounter between the matronly white
Empress and her much younger lowborn Indian servant and Shrabani Basu’s Victoria
and Abdul: The True Story of the Queen’s Closest Con�dant is a more sober tale of the
scandal that the relationship caused among Victoria’s staff. But even in these accounts
Karim has voice and agency. Anand and Basu are, in part, relying upon Karim’s own
accounts of what transpired when he and Victoria were alone.
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Queen Victoria and Abdul Karim, 1893 (via Wikimedia Commons)

That agency is consciously stripped by Frears. His instruction to Ali Fazal upon taking up
the role was to play him as Peter Sellar’s Chance in Being There, a character who is a
simple-minded, sheltered gardener suddenly catapulted into political power.[1] It is Judi
Dench’s Victoria and, to a lesser extent, Eddie Izzard’s wonderfully corpulent
Bertie/Edward VII who are the actual protagonists of the piece. The o�cial synopsis
makes this clear:

The �lm tells the extraordinary true story of an unexpected friendship in the later years
of Queen Victoria’s remarkable rule. When Abdul Karim, a young clerk, travels from India
to participate in the Queen’s Golden Jubilee, he is surprised to �nd favor [sic.] with the
Queen herself. As the Queen questions the constrictions of her long-held position, the
two forge an unlikely and devoted alliance with a loyalty to one another that her
household and inner circle all attempt to destroy. As the friendship deepens, the Queen
begins to see a changing world through new eyes and joyfully reclaims her humanity.

Her rule, her favour, her humanity. It is a story told to redeem Victoria. It is through her
eyes that the narrative is conveyed and any change or evolution in a character occurs in
her attitudes towards India and her subject people – learning some terribly mis-
pronounced Hindustani/Urdu and that Indians too can act as competent servants
(huzzah!). Victoria is cast as the �agbearer of Imperial progress against her “racialist”
son who despises Karim and is representative of a “bad” form of Imperialism. “If only the
latter had not won out,” we are expected to cry, “then India would not have been lost!”
Only in the uncovering of the fact that Karim had gonorrhoea by Victoria’s outraged staff
do we get a glimpse of the many lives lived by Karim. One can only assume that he had
at least some fun in England.

The �lm is an Orientalist fable that is not meant to reveal any social life of the Indian
portrayed. But that is not what makes it remarkable. Stephen Frears made his career
with My Beautiful Laundrette in 1985, a �lm which presented the transgressive
relationship between Gordon Warnecke’s Omar, a British-Pakistani from Battersea, and
Daniel Day Lewis’ Johnny, a neo-Nazi. It seems that the complex �lmic relationships that
were once Frears’ stock-in-trade are no longer �lmable or seen as commercially viable.
Instead in Abdul we have a character who is childlike in his stupor at British muni�cence,
completely asexual despite the revelation that he has a sexually transmitted disease,
and is always ready with a word of wisdom that only a true Oriental can provide (lines
that are, of course, from Rumi – always Rumi). It is an unconscious reproduction of the
�rst �lms ever produced of and in India. But at least in those �lms the desire to cast
Indians into caricatures was born from Imperial anxiety; this is merely the product of an
absence of thought.
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UK readers can �nd early �lms of India on BFI Player here, and a full list of �lms from
this era (with commentary by the author) here.  US and international readers can see a
similar �lm, Delhi Durbar (1912) on Youtube here.

[1] According to Kermode and Mayo’s Film Review, BBC Radio Five Live, 15  September
2017. Hello to Jason Isaacs.
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